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March 2016
Re. Supply Chain Declaration.

Dear Valued Customer
Following interest from several parties, we have decided to issue a declaration of our supply chain origin.
This is to show you the customer that we endeavour to supply the best quality products, all sourced from
British producers. The exceptions are of course foreign cheeses, and Danish bacon.
Below is a statement concerning each product group as a whole.

Beef
All of the beef we sell is selected from English stock. We are fortunate to use a family run producer with a
processing facility in Hampshire. And all of the livestock is bought from local markets, and local farms
personally, by the man who owns the abattoir. We have forged a good relationship with his chief salesman,
and we can specify the breeds that we would like to sell.
One of the advantages of using a smaller Abattoir is that we get a copy of the animal Passport and movement
history. This in turn allows us to give full traceability and farm assurance to every body of beef that we buy.
Copies of Passports and other beef labelling information is available on request. All the beef we sell is from
an EBLEX Source, so carries the Quality standard for farm assurance.

Lamb
Predominantly all of our lamb is bought direct from the same Abattoir as our beef. When local lamb
becomes too expensive, we switch to New Zealand lamb which has as good a quality at that time of year, but
is marginally cheaper. Again all English lamb is delivered to us whole and fresh. New Zealand lamb is
usually bought as primals frozen. All English lambs come from the same EBLEX source as our beef, so
carry the Quality standard for farm assurance.
Pork
We only buy British outdoor reared farm fresh Pork. Nothing else. Our pork is selected from gilt carcasses
only (Females) and comes from a family run producer in Essex, or our Hampshire abattoir supplies us with
outstandingly good free range pork. We also have to special order only some lines of completely free range
rare breed pork. Please phone for details. Standard pork lines are from outdoor reared herds, and the pork we
buy is free range stamped, and farm assured.
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Chicken
The majority of the chicken we sell is from British producers. We have a policy of using only Higher
welfare English poultry and we also cut Halal poultry fresh. Most of our chicken although not free range is
of the best quality. Our Freeman’s Range of chicken products is Red Tractor farm Assured. We also sell
some EU sourced chicken as and when the Uk market is struggling with demand.
Turkeys
Our turkeys are bought from the same supplier all year round. They are an English supplier based in Essex.
The supplier is a farm fresh producer of finest white turkeys. They even grow the grain that feeds the turkeys
on the same farm!
Eggs
We can supply Free range eggs upon request, the free range eggs are produced for us on a Sussex farm.
However all of our other eggs are produced from the new EEC controlled enriched cage system.
Ducks and Geese
Whole ducks are produced for us by Gressingham fine foods, in Suffolk. The duck breasts are from an EU
scorce, but we can supply English duck breasts from Gressingham upon request. We also stock cheaper EU
frozen ducks and French Duck Legs. Our catering range of frozen duck breasts are from Poland.
Gammons
We are fortunate to have a local producer that supplies us with gammons cured from Free Range, Farm
Assured outdoor reared English pork legs. The gammons are batch produced and stored for us at the
suppliers. We have a batch code system to cover gammon traceability.
Bacon
The bacon that we supply on a wholesale basis is from a Danish producer, but supplied by a UK supplier.
We can supply our own English Dry Cured bacon, smoked or green. This is available in small quantities, and
prices although quite high reflect the quality of the bacon we produce. All pork used for the dry curing
process is Red Tractor farm assured
I hope that this answers any questions, however if you should need more information then please do not
hesitate to ask.
Thank you for your continued support and custom.
Yours sincerely

Daniel Parker
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